
An online web application is one of the most effective tools for a web-based fleet, vehicles, and
driver management. The web application lets you manage your fleet and assets from a single
secured, scalable platform. Our detailed map makes monitoring your fleet, cargo, and the team
easy and efficient from one place.
All units registered on the platform have their locations displayed over the detailed map with
information on their status and condition. The web application can be used on a computer or
mobile device to track and monitor units anywhere at any time.
The sophisticated fleet management system generates operational and statistical reports
based on predefined needs and requirements. With a few steps, you can efficiently analyze data
from cross-sectional databases (driver behavior/ vehicle behavior/ work hours, etc.) with an in-
depth view of patterns needed for essential management.
The web-based fleet management application allows you to prepare customized events, define
information routing, and set the timing for alerts. ONLINE platform backed by built-in support
that allows you to max out and customize the available options.
The event generator feature lets you create pre-defined events and receive alerts with real-time
monitoring. Alerts can be set and generated for speed deviation in a given area, open cargo
doors in authorized unloading zones, and much more.

ONLINE PLATFORM

Web-based advanced fleet management application with Starcom’s unique
flexible events generator. 



Advance features: 

Detailed maps, to the street level.
Complete management solution - with Starcom Online you can manage all your
vehicles, assets, employees and more in one-place.
Define your own events, with Starcom Event Generator.
Receive pre-defined alerts that meet your needs.
Automatic customized reports generation on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis.
Get all the information you need to manage your business, from multiple databases
as driver data, vehicle data, work schedules, and more.

Starcom’s unique Event Generator:
Starcom Online’ unique Event Generator allows you to pre-define an event that uses a
combination of components or conditions. For example, an event could consist of
speeding in a specified zone, opening of the cargo door outside the authorized unloading
zone or any other option you desire.

Helios Tracker superior technology - built to work better and last longer 

Starcom Online – advanced solution with many benefits: 

Ease of use - Starcom Online is user-friendly and doesn’t require installation.
Cost reduction - Behavior monitoring leads to an immediate monthly cost reduction.
Full control & supervision - Starcom Online helps you to create a more efficient
organization. 
Anywhere, anytime application - Access Starcom Online from anywhere at any time.

The web API makes it easy for integration with other platforms while giving you complete
control. You can view logged telemetry and telematics data within the browser-based fleet
management system and vehicle/asset tracking system.
ONLINE platform features a powerful, modern, intuitive user interface that displays real-time
stats, ranks, values, graphs, and other customized elements. Cut through the confusion and
fully control your fleet from a single hub.


